Step By Step Styling Guide
Since 1919, with the invention of the world’s first electromagnetic hair clipper “Model 66” by Leo J. Wahl, our experts have engineered a powerful line of clippers and trimmers masterfully crafted to bring modern technology right to your salon. At Wahl, we believe that every stylist deserves a tool that is as reliable as it is inspiring. Tested for quality and precision, we promise you unparalleled results.

Today, President Gregory S. Wahl, grandson of Leo Wahl, continues to lead the proud tradition of Wahl Clipper Corporation. The group now boasts some 2,500 employees. Production is based in both the USA and Europe. WAHL® continues to demonstrate its innovative strength at international trade fairs, organizing exclusive stage shows and excellent specialist seminars. Wahl Clipper Corporation comprises 15 companies operating in 180 countries around the globe making it world’s leading manufacturer of professional hair clippers.
Step By Step Styling Guide

Style 1: Night Out (Ugur) 4-5
Style 2: Chic Sophisticate (Vanessa) 6-7
Style 3: Business Casual (Max) 8-9
Style 4: Wild Child (Rima) 10-11
Style 5: High Tide (Quang) 12-13
Style 6: Long & Loose (Julia) 14-15
Style 7: Modern Classic (Dorian) 16-17
Style 8: Swept Away (Thao) 18-19
Night OUT
How to get the look

1. Separate off the top and start cutting in the area of the lower hat line. Use the clipper over comb technique to create a traditional style.

2. Refine the nape contour.

3. Design the temples and the front contour using the contour cutter.

4. Clean up the nape, and accurately finish the curve behind the ear.

5. Finally texturize the top. Use the texturizing blade to create a fringed, feathery effect, which enables punk-effect styling.
How to get the look

1. Cut the back in diagonal sections by lifting each section slightly higher.

2. Cut the hair in diagonal sections, following the head’s shape.

3. Clean the neckline with clipper over the comb.

4. Cut the fringe in an asymmetric shape.

5. Slice the fringe.

6. Cut the fringe in an asymmetric shape, by overdirecting all hair to one side.

7. Cut the topsection by overdirecting all hair through the center. Lift the hair slightly higher through the back to create a soft layered look.

8. Soften the sides with the Razor Blade and cut the baseline.
How to get the look

1. Start in the nape and sides, using the clipper over comb technique to create a traditional style of cut.

2. Cut the sides in vertical sections.

3. Cut the hair above in vertical sections. Start at the centre back and work towards the sides.

4. Produce a clean contour line at the sides and in the nape.

5. Start layering the top by setting the length in the centre and increasing it towards the face.

6. Cut the remaining tresses at the top in horizontal sections.

7. Finally structure the hair with the texturizing blade.
How to get the look

1. Texturize the sides by taking small horizontal sections and work with the Razor Blade.

2. Point cut single pieces to create disconnection.

3. Texturize the sections with the Razor Blade to take out weight and create disconnections.

4. Texturize single pieces with the Razor Blade to create more definition.

5. Blow dry the hair in sections to create volume.
Wild CHILD
How to get the look

1. Cut the back section clipper over comb.
2. Cut the sides, clipper over comb.
3. Clean the neck and work in the baseline.
4. Clean and contour the neckline.
5. Cut and shape the sideburns.
6. Cut the fringe down to 2.5 cm into the natural hairline.
7. Layer the top section and keep it longer to the face.
How to get the look

1. Slice vertical sections at 90 degrees continue to the lengths with the Razor Blade to get a soft texture.

2. Layer the hair around the head shape and keep it longer to the baseline.

3. Slice single sections to personalize the style.

4. Slice single pieces with the Razor Blade.

5. Cut the baseline.

6. Texturize the fringe section with the Razor blade by section; work in a deep triangle section on top, from the front to the back.
How to get the look

1. Cut the back, clipper over comb in a classic short version (Fade); go upwards – get longer.

2. Clean and contour the neckline, clipper over comb.

3. Cut the hair in vertical sections around the head; clipper over comb.

4. Layer the top section disconnected through the side and soft in the end.
How to get the look

1. Start at the front contour. Work in a crescent shape around the face.

2. Slice and texturize the sides in vertical sections.

3. Slice-cut the nape, increasing the length.

4. Slice individual strands to enable the cut to fall more softly.

5. Increase the length while layering the sides, following the contour.

6. Layer and soften the top.

7. Soften the fringe. To create an asymmetrical flow, draw all the hair to one side to cut.

8. Refine the contour line.
Experience ultimate excellence in cordless haircutting. Innovative lithium technology for shorter charge times, longer run times, and twice the life.

**Ambassador™**
Professional Rechargeable Clipper

**Scion™**
Professional Cord/Cordless Clipper

**Li+Pro™**
Professional Cord/Cordless Clipper

**MiniScion™**
Professional Cord/Cordless Trimmer

**Li+Pro Mini™**
Professional Cord/Cordless Trimmer
get the look

**Classic Series**
Made in the rich tradition of the original electromagnetic clipper invented by Leo Wahl in 1919. Uncompromised durability and performance.

**Chrome Super Taper**™
Professional Corded Clipper

**Artist Series**
Made for the inner artist in every stylist. Cordless technology and a range of detachable blades for maximum versatility in hairstyling.

**Envoy**™
Professional Cord/Cordless Clipper

**Styling Series**
Hot hair tools designed to respond to the creativity of every stylist.

**Super Dry**™
Professional 1850 Watt Dryer
**REVOLUTIONARY:**
The first ever blade set worldwide that prevents split-ends. Better and kinder to the hair than a razor.

**VOLUME:**
Especially suited for long styles or extremely thick hair, to create supportive layers in a freestyle technique. Ideal for thinning out voluminous layers while keeping the same hair length.

**EXTENSIONS:**
Also excellent for preparing hair extensions.

**PEELING:**
The peeling effect gives the hair a fresh and healthy appearance.

**QUICK:**
Quick and easy working in either damp or dry hair without pulling.

**EASY:**
Precise lines, contours and designs for bold hairstyles and detailing beards.

**INDIVIDUAL:**
Either single or double lining.
Blades

**RazorBlade™**
Blade Set for Choppy Styling in Long Hair

**TexturizingBlade™**
Blade Set for Texturizing Short Hair

**CarvingBlade™**
Hair Design Contour Blade Set

**DesignerBlade™**
Hair Design Contour Blade Set